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We study a new random search process: the taxi-drive. The motivation for this process comes
from urban sensing, in which sensors are mounted on moving vehicles such as taxis, allowing urban
environments to be opportunistically monitored. Inspired by the movements of real taxis, the taxi-
drive is composed of both random and regular parts; passengers are brought to randomly chosen
locations via deterministic (i.e. shortest paths) routes. We show through a numerical study that
this hybrid motion endows the taxi-drive with advantageous spreading properties. In particular, on
certain graph topologies it offers reduced cover times compared to persistent random walks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random search processes [1–4] are a well studied
topic with a bounty of practical applications. Exam-
ples include the spreading of diseases and rumours [5],
gene transcription [2], animal foraging [6–9], immune sys-
tems chasing pathogens [10], robotic exploration [11], and
transport in disordered media [12, 13]. Early research on
random searches focused on symmetric random walks in
Euclidean spaces. Over the years however, many variants
have been considered, such as persistent random walks
[14–16], intermittent random walks [7, 17, 18], and Levy
flights [19–22], each of which offer advantages in certain
contexts. Topologies other than Euclidean spaces, such
as random graphs or real-world networks, have also been
studied [23–25].
Here we explore a new random search process: the
taxi-drive. As the name suggests, this process models
the movement of taxis. The motivation for studying such
a process comes from a recent (theoretical) work in ur-
ban sensing [26] in which sensors are deployed on taxis,
thereby allowing air pollution, road congestion, and other
urban phenomena to be monitored ‘parasitically’. As
such, this drive-by approach [27–30] to urban sensing can
be viewed as a random search process, in which a city’s
environment is ‘sensed’ (i.e. searched) by sensor-bearing
taxis as they drive around serving passengers.
Similar to Levy walks [19, 20] or the run-and-tumble
motion of bacteria [31, 32], the motion of taxis is part-
random, part-regular: passenger destinations are chosen
randomly, but the routes taken to those destinations are
(approximately) deterministic. This mix of ballistic and
random motion makes the spreading properties of taxis
unusual; as shown in [26] – and reproduced in Figure 2(a)
– the stationary distribution of the taxi-drive process on
real-world street networks follow Zipf’s law, in agree-
ment with large, real-world taxi data from nine cities
worldwide. This behavior is unusual because it differs
significantly from that of classic random search process
such as the random walk, which, as show Figure 2(b),
produces stationary distributions on the same street net-
works which are skewed and unimodal.
The purpose of this work is to further explore the
taxi-drive process. We do not study its ability to cap-
ture real-world data; instead, our goal is theoretical: to
FIG. 1: The taxi-drive. (a) A taxi picks up a passenger at
node A and a destination node B, circled blue, is randomly
chosen. (b) The shortest path between A and B is taken as
indicated by the dashed arrow. (c) Now at B, the taxi’s next
pickup is at C. There are two shortest paths connecting B
and C, so one is chosen at random. This process then repeats.
study the taxi-drive as a stochastic process. We focus
on cover times, which we numerically compute and com-
pare to those of other well known stochastic processes,
namely the persistent random walk, and the regular ran-
dom walk. We hope our paper inspires further work on
the taxi-drive process, as well as more theoretical interest
in urban sensing.
II. MODEL
Model definition. Consider a street network S
whose edges represent street segments, and whose nodes
represent road intersections. Under the assumption that
passengers can only be picked up and dropped off at
intersections, nodes represent also possible passenger
pickup and dropoff locations. The taxi-drive runs on S,
and as depicted in Figure 1, is defined by three steps:
1. A taxi picks up a passenger at node A, who wishes
to travel to a randomly chosen node B.
2. The taxi travels along the shortest path from node
A to node B at unit speed. In the event of multiple
shortest paths between A and B, one is chosen at
random.
3. The process then repeats.
In order to capture the behavior of real taxis, the des-
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FIG. 2: Segment popularities. Histograms of segment pop-
ularities si, defined as the relative number of times the i-th
street segment (represented by edges in the street network)
is visited on the Manhattan street network. The Manhattan
street network was found using the python package ‘osmnx’.
Segment popularity distributions from the taxi-drive process
agree well with those obtained from empirical data (panel
(a)), whereas those from the random walk do not (panel (b)).
The taxi-drive process was run for 107 timesteps with β = 1.
Note, this figure is taken from [26] and reproduced here for
convenience.
tination node B is not chosen uniformly at random (i.e.
in step 2 above). A ‘preferential return mechanism’ is in-
stead required, in which the probability of selecting the
n’th node is qn ∝ 1 + vβn, where vn is the number of
times node n has been previously visited and β is free
parameter. Song et al showed this preferential return
mechanism captures the statistical properties of human
mobility patterns [33], and the authors in [26] show that
it also captures the statistics of taxi mobility patterns.
In particular, it produces realistic segment popularity
distributions, where the i-th segment’s popularity si is
the relative number of times that segment was visited by
a fleet of taxis over a given reference period (note seg-
ments are edges in the street network). For convenience,
we reproduced the figure in that work in Figure 2 which
shows the empirical si derived from taxi-data in Man-
hattan agree well with those obtained from the taxi-drive
process when β = 1. The good agreement is surprising,
since the taxi-drive process ignores many complexities af-
fecting the motion of real taxis, such as traffic conditions,
variations in drivings speeds and segment lengths, human
routing decision, and so on.
In this work however, we are interested in the taxi-
drive process from a theoretical stand point. So for sim-
plicity’s sake, we set β = 0 so that destination nodes are
chosen uniformly at random.
Relation to other models. As discussed in the In-
troduction, the taxi-drive is closely related to the Levy
walk. Before showing our results, we contrast the two
processes. Like the taxi-drive, Levy walkers travel to
randomly chosen destinations at constant speed along a
trajectory, but instead of choosing a destination node di-
rectly (as the taxi-drive does) the walker jumps a distance
r sampled from P (r) ∝ r−1−α in a direction chosen uni-
formly at random. When the Levy walk takes place on a
graph – the case we are concerned with in this work – the
node nearest to the walkers landing site is chosen as the
destination. Thus, the graph on which the Levy walker
FIG. 3: Stationary densities (a) Distributions of pi, be-
tweenness, and degree for the linear graph, which consists of
N nodes arranged in a line with edges between adjacent nodes.
We have normalized the betweenness and degree so that their
sum is 1. The pi are distributed similarly to the betweenness
(orange and blue shaded areas overlapping perfectly); the pi
are not distributed in the same way the degree di, as would
be expected if the pi were generated from a random walk. In
panel (b) we show pi ∝ b′i relation for the taxi-drive holds
true for other graphs, both regular and random. Note b′i is
the adjusted betweeness as defined by (2). Note also that we
have re-scaled by pi → pi/pi,max and bi → b′i/b′i,max so that
they lie in the interval [0, 1].
moves must be embedded in Euclidean space (although
generalizations of Levy-type strategies to networks have
been considered [34, 35]). Since the taxi-drive process
is not defined in terms of distance, it choosing nodes as
destinations directly, it can be applied to graphs with
arbitrary topology. (Note, when the taxi-drive chooses
shortest path routes to destinations, these shortest paths
are calculated with respect to the number of edges, and
not with respect to a euclidean distance.)
III. RESULTS
A. Stationary densities
We first examine stationary densities of the taxi-drive.
We begin with perhaps the simplest topology, namely the
linear graph which consists of N nodes arranged in a line
with edges between adjacent nodes (i.e a 1D lattice). We
ran the taxi-drive until stable conditions are reached, and
counted the relative number pi of times each node was
visited. Note that we focus on nodes here, and not edges
as was done in Figure 2; edges, corresponding to road
segments, were the more natural object to consider in
the study of urban sensing [26] from which the figure
is taken. On the other hand, our focus here is on sta-
tionary properties of the underlying graph exploration
process, and node statistics are typically used for this
purpose. Figure 3(a) shows a histogram of the values of
pi along with histograms of the betweenness bi and de-
gree di of the nodes in the graph. Interestingly, for the
taxi-drive the stationary densities of a given node pi are
distributed similarly to the betweeness bi. This contrasts
with the stationary densities of the random walk, which
are proportional to the nodes degree pi ∝ di.
The relation between the taxi-drive pi and bi follows
3from the similarities between the taxi-drive and the def-
inition of a node’s betweenness bi, given by
bi :=
1
(N − 1)(N − 2)
∑
s,t,i6=s,t
σst(i)
σst
(1)
where N is the number of nodes in the graph, σst is the
number of shortest paths connecting the start node s and
end node t, and σst(i) is the number of those paths that
contain the node i. Since asymptotically every start-
end node combination will be sampled by the taxi-drive,
and shortest paths are taken between these start and
end nodes, a relationship between bi and pi is expected.
They are however not precisely equivalent. Notice that
the start and end nodes are not included in Eq. (1), as de-
noted by i 6= s, t in the iterator of the sum. This is what
makes bi 6= pi, since in the taxi-drive destination nodes
are ‘counted’ when they are traversed by the taxi. Ori-
gins are however not, since the destination of one trip is
the origin of the following trip (note taxis spend just one
time unit on each node, and do not ‘stall’ between drop-
ping off one passenger and picking up another). Hence a
minor modification to equation (1)
b′i :=
1
(N − 1)(N − 2)
∑
s,t,i6=s
σst(i)
σst
(2)
which we call the adjusted betweenness leads to b′i = pi.
Figure 3(b) shows the relation b′i = pi holds true for a
variety of different graphs.
B. Cover times
We next investigate the cover times of the taxi-drive
process, which leads us to pose the the curious tourist
problem: A curious tourist arrives in a city. She decides
to explore the city by taking taxis to randomly chosen
locations. How long does it take her to cover every road
at least once?
Due to the non-markovian nature of the taxi-drive
(the markovian property is violated since taxis move de-
terministically when serving passengers), we were unable
to solve the curious tourist problem analytically (even
for the simple, symmetric random walk exact results for
cover times are rare; see [36] for a review). We thus resort
to numerical evaluation.
Figure 4 shows how the mean cover time of the taxi-
drive 〈T 〉TD varies with graph size N for the ring (panel
(a)) and linear (panel (b)) graphs. For comparison, we
also plot the mean cover time for the persistent random
walk 〈T 〉PRW . The persistent random walk is a sim-
ple extension of the random walk with efficient covering
properties [14], and so is a natural baseline for the taxi-
drive. It differs from the regular random walk in that at
each step the walker’s direction of motion persists with
FIG. 4: Mean cover times on simple graphs. Red dots
show simulation results for the mean cover time of the road-
explorer 〈T 〉RE , while the red dashed line shows the lines of
best fit to those points. Each data points represents the aver-
age of 5000 realizations. Thick black curves show theoretical
predictions for the mean cover time of the persistent random
walk 〈T 〉PRW given by Eqs. (3) and (4) (note, the mean cover
time of the regular random walk is recovered at  = 0). Panel
(a) Ring graph; for all but extreme values of  (i.e  = 0.999)
〈T 〉RE < 〈T 〉PRW . As shown by the red text, the line of best
fit for the taxi-drive is 〈T 〉RE = (2.51 ± 0.01)N (b) Linear
graph; 〈T 〉RE > 〈T 〉PRW for modest values of . The line of
best fit is given by 〈T 〉RE = (0.51± 0.01)N2.)
probability (1 − )/2 – and thus a reversal in direction
occurs with probability (1+)/2 – with −1 <  < 1. Note
the regular random walk is recovered at  = 0. Note also
that in order for the persistent random walker to be well-
defined, the graph on which it is run must be embedded
in some space, so that a random walker can persist in
some ‘direction’. The ring and linear graphs have this
property, and so the persistent random walk can be run
on them (for the linear graph, the boundary conditions
are reflective, so that the walker changes direction when
these endpoints are reached).
The mean cover times of the persistent random walk
on the ring and linear graph are known exactly [37] and
are given by
〈T 〉linearPRW =
1− 
(1 + )
(N − 1)(N − 2) + 2
(1 + )
(N − 2)
+
2 + 
1 + 
(3)
〈T 〉ringPRW =
1− 
2(1 + )
N2 +
5− 1
2(1 + )
N − 2
1 + 
. (4)
From these the mean cover time of the random walk
〈T 〉RW can be recovered by setting  = 0.
Figure 4 shows that taxi-drive covers the linear and
ring graphs more efficiently than the regular random walk
( = 0) for all graph sizes N . For the ring graph (panel
(a)), this holds true for the persistent random walk for
all but extreme values of  (i.e.  ∼ 0.999). The fact that
the persistent random walk beats the taxi-drive as → 1
makes sense, because at  = 1 the motion is purely ballis-
tic and trivially covers the ring in N − 1 steps (assuming
at t = 0 the walker has covered the node it starts on,
leaving N − 1 nodes to be covered). For the linear graph
(panel (b)) however the persistent random walk beats the
taxi-drive for moderate values of  (i.e  = 0.5).
4FIG. 5: Mean cover times on complex graphs. Dots
(both black and colored) represented mean values of ensem-
bles of size 1000. Thick lines simply connect data points. The
dashed black line denotes the value 1 and is included to high-
light the point at which mean cover time for the random walk
〈T 〉RW exceeds the mean cover time for the taxi-drive 〈T 〉TD.
For each (of 1000) realizations at a given N , a new instance
of the random graphs (Erdos Renyii and scale-free) was real-
ized, which explains the non-monotonicity of the curves. (a)
2D lattice graph (b) Barbell graph, which consists of 2 cliques
of size (N − 1)/2 bridged by a single node. (c) Erdos Renyii
graph with parameter p, defined as the probability of there
being an edge between any two nodes. Thus there is a chance
that an instance of an Erdos Renyii graph has more than one
connected component, and so in our simulations we took the
largest of these. (d) Scale-free graph with parameter m, de-
fined as the number of edges to attach from a new node to
existing nodes during the graph growing process.
We next study how 〈T 〉TD scales as N → ∞ for the
ring and linear graphs. The curves in Figure 4 suggest
the scaling might be simple polynomials 〈T 〉TD ∼ Na,
so we fit the data to curves of the form aN2 + bN (the
constant term being negligible as N →∞). In order for
the fitting to be accurate, simulation at large N must be
collected. Beyond N = O(104) however simulations were
prohibitively costly – run times being O(weeks) – so we
did not collect data beyond this point. The results of the
fitting were
〈T 〉linearTD = (0.501± 0.001)N2 + (0± 2)N (5)
〈T 〉ringTD = (10−6 ± 10−6)N2 + (2.52± 0.01)N (6)
From these we conjecture
〈T 〉linearTD ∼ O(N2) (7)
〈T 〉ringTD ∼ O(N) (8)
Eq. (7) follows from Eq. (5). Eq. (8) follows from Eq. (6);
given the closeness of the coefficient of the N2 term in
Eq. (6) to zero we conjecture that 〈T 〉ringTD = O(N). Of
course, since the data these predictions are based on vary
over only four decades, we cannot rule out the presence
of higher order terms with small coefficients. Thus we re-
state that Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are intended as conjectures,
whose proofs are open problems.
We remark that the different scaling properties for the
ring and linear graphs are unusual; given the close simi-
larities between the topologies of these graphs, properties
of random searches on the graphs (such as cover times [])
are typically similar in the N →∞ limit.
Next we study cover times on graphs with more com-
plex topology, namely 2D lattices, barbells, Erdos-Renyi,
and scale-free graphs. The barbell graph consists of two
cliques joined by a single node (variants with more than
a single node connecting the two cliques have also been
considered). This topology is known to extremize the
spreading properties of the random walk [38], so we in-
clude it as a baseline. Figure 5 plots the ratio of 〈T 〉TD
to 〈T 〉RW – that is, compares the taxi-drive and the reg-
ular random walk only. We do not study the persistent
random walk, since it is ill-defined on graphs not embed-
ded in Euclidean spaces, as the aforementioned graphs
are [40]. Interestingly, as can be seen in Figure 5, for 2D
lattices, Erdos-Renyii, and scale-free graphs below a cer-
tain size, the taxi-drive is more efficient than the random
walk. This trend appears to hold true for all parame-
ters p of the Erdos-Renyii graphs, and parameters m of
the scale-free graphs(see caption of Figure 5 for a defi-
nition of these parameters). As expected for the barbell
graph, 〈T 〉TD < 〈T 〉RW for all graph sizes. The rationale
here is that the random walker gets stuck in the bells of
the barbell, which the ballistic aspect of the taxi-drive’s
movements insulates it from this trapping.
C. m-Cover times
In some random search problems it is desired to cover
each node more than once. This is necessary for example
in urban sensing, where more than one sample at each
spatial location is needed in order to capture the tempo-
ral fluctuations of the quantities being measured. This
leads us to consider the m-cover time, the time it takes to
cover each node at least m times. Thus, we study how the
m-cover time of the random walk compared to that of the
taxi-drive, and so computed 〈T 〉TD/〈T 〉RW versus m for
the six graphs studied so far. We plot the result in Fig-
ure 6, which reveals unexpected trends. For the graphs
with regular topology – the ring, linear, and 2D lattice
– 〈T 〉TD/〈T 〉RW increases with m, eventually crossing
the threshold value 1. Yet for the graphs with random
topology – the Erdos-Renyii and scale-free – the oppo-
site trend is observed: the taxi-drive beats the random
walker as m increases. (The barbell graph is an excep-
tion here; it has regular topology, but shows a decline in
〈T 〉TD/〈T 〉RW for increasing m. This isn’t too surprising
since as discussed its topology maximizes 〈T 〉RW ).
5FIG. 6: m-cover times. Colored dots represents data points,
each of which represents the average of 1000 realizations.
Thick lines simple connect data points. The dashed black
line denotes 1 and is included to highlight the point at which
mean cover time for the random walk 〈T 〉RW exceeds the
mean cover time for the taxi-drive 〈T 〉TD. The parameters
for each graph were (i) Ring; N = 50 (ii) Linear; N = 10 (iii)
2D lattice; N = 400 (iv) Barbell; N = 200 (v) Erdos-Renyii;
(N, p) = (500, 0.05) (vi) Scale-free; (N,m) = (500, 5). The
parameters p and m are defined in the caption of Figure 5.
Discussion
Our work shows the taxi-drive is a competitive candi-
date for random search problems, since it covers graphs
more efficiently than the persistent and regular random
walk in various contexts. Moreover, the taxi-drive has the
benefit of being defined on graphs with arbitrary topol-
ogy, unlike the persistent random walk, Levy flight, and
Levy walk which are confined to graphs embedded in
Euclidean space (although as previously mention, gener-
alizations of levy-type strategies to networks have been
considered [34, 35])
The taxi-drive could be useful in community detec-
tion. Here, efficient algorithms have been designed by
exploiting the relationship between the spreading prop-
erties of random walkers and graph topology; since the
density pi(t) of a random walker at a given node is re-
lated to its degree di, nodes with similar degree – that is,
nodes which form some ‘community’ – can be detected by
tracking pi(t) of random walker. By swapping the ran-
dom walk with the taxi-drive, for which our works shows
pi(t) is related to bi, perhaps other flavours of community
could also be cheaply identified.
Our numerical study of the curious tourist problem
raises many questions for future work. First, the conjec-
tured scalings 〈T 〉ringTD = O(N) and 〈T 〉linearTD = O(N2)
cry out for theoretical explanation. Second, and more
ambitiously, one expects that given the simpleness of the
ring and linear graphs that an exact solution for 〈T 〉TD
might be findable. Perhaps the techniques used in [37]
to calculate 〈T 〉PRW could be useful for this purpose.
Another interesting open problem is to determine which
graph topology maximizes the cover time of the taxi-
drive. The ‘stickiness’ of the bells in the barbell graph
trap the random walker – what counterpart to this graph
motif is needed to hamper the taxi-drive? Lastly, the
puzzling behavior of the m-cover time begs explanation.
Why does, as our work suggests, the the regularity / ran-
domness of the graph topology determine the scaling of
〈T 〉TD/〈T 〉RW with m? We hope future work will solve
these puzzles, as well as investigate other properties and
applications of the taxi-drive.
Source code for the taxi-drive is available under the
M.I.T. licence and can be found at [39].
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